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Lee Grant and her winning portrait, Charlie, at the National Portrait Gallery. Photo:

Mark Mohell

Self-confessed ‘Belco girl’ Lee Grant says winning the

2018 National Photographic Portrait Prize for her portrait

of a young Ainslie Village resident titled Charlie is a great

validation of her craft and the prize has extra personal

signi�cance for her, being awarded in her home town.

The National Portrait Gallery announced the winners on

Friday evening (23 March), with the Highly Commended

prize going to Victorian photographer Filomena Rizzo for

her portrait titled My Olivia.

The Canberra photographer may have moved to Moruya

on the South Coast six months ago but she still has a

strong connection to where she grew up, and still teaches

at  her alma mater, the ANU School of Art.
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An early body of work was titled Belco Pride, and she says,

“I’m a Belco girl through and through.”

She met Charlie last year while working on a collaborative

art project at the social housing community and knew

immediately that it was going to be good picture.

“I was excited when I went home and processed those

pictures,” she said.

The ‘phenomenally good’ T-shirt with its quirky message

helped and she felt drawn to Charlie, who lived at Ainslie

Village to be near his father.

She said Charlie was a ‘gift’ who just happened to be

wearing that T-shirt on the day and she appreciated his

sense of humour.

“How does someone end up living in a place like that at

such a tender age? I really felt quite emotional about it,”

she said.

“I responded quite viscerally and emotionally to the

situation. I wanted other people to feel that too, about

somebody, somebody who is considered a nobody by

many people.

“I wanted to show we’ve all got a story, have our own

journeys. We should all be a little bit more humane about

one another.”

Ms Grant will receive $30,000 cash from the Portrait

Gallery, lighting equipment from Profoto to the value of

$15,000 and paper supplies from Ilford to the value of

$5,000.

She published her �rst book, Belco Pride, in 2012 and her

photographs are included in the collections of Parliament

House, the National Library of Australia, Monash Gallery of

Art, Canberra Museum and Art Gallery as well as

numerous private collections.

Ms Grant  has a degree in Anthropology and a Masters in

Visual Art from the Australian National University, where

she also teaches in the Photomedia Department.



Highly commended: Filomena Rizzo’s portrait titled My Olivia.

The Senior Curator at the Portrait Gallery and co-judge of

this year’s Prize, Dr Christopher Chapman, said it was the

power of humanness that shone through in the two

award-winning portraits.

“It’s a big deal to make it through to the �nal

exhibition selection and with my fellow judges Petrina

Hicks and Robert Cook, I was looking closely at how the

portraits spoke to me, how they conveyed their story

uniquely,” Dr Chapman said.

“As the possible winners came into view from within a very

strong �eld, it felt like we were distilling something of the

essence of portraiture, and the winning portraits

possessed that essence for us.”

Co-judge and photographer Ms Petrina Hicks said “it felt as

though the distilling process was to extract truth    -  that we

narrowed down the images that felt true”.

Co-judge and Curator at the Art Gallery of Western

Australia, Robert Cook, appreciated that both works

depicted a young individual making their own way in their

lives and into the wider world.
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“It’s like both subjects are facing futures that are

uncertain. And they’re doing so bravely. It’s the bravery

that you have when you’re afraid, when you yourself might

crumble and you �gure there’s only a �fty-�fty shot at

making it through. What the artists have done here is

present this dilemma, one we all get on some level, with

compassion, without arti�ce and without false heroics,” he

said.

The Gallery awarded the Art Handlers’ Award earlier in the

week to Stephanie Simcox for her portrait titled Joey.

People’s Choice voting opened on 23 March 2018 and the

public can vote for their favourite image online

at nppp.portrait.gov.au or in person outside the exhibition

space.

One voter and their guest will win a hotel package that

includes three nights’ accommodation at Crowne Plaza

Canberra.

The National Photographic Portrait Prize opens to the

public on Saturday 24 March and is on display

until Sunday 17 June 2018. The exhibition will then tour

around Australia. For more information

visit nppp.portrait.gov.au.
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